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get_tags  
Get tags associated with a Term

Description

get_tags retrieves the tags associated with a particular term on Urban Dictionary.

Usage

get_tags(term, ...)

Arguments

term the term to search for.
...
  further arguments to pass to httr’s GET function.

Value

a data.frame containing the term and the top 10 tags associated with it.

See Also

get_term for retrieving a set of definitions for a specific term.

get_term  
Retrieve Urban Dictionary definitions for a term

Description

get_term gets definitions for a specific term from Urban Dictionary, along with associated metadata such as the submitter, up- and down-votes, and a permalink.

Usage

get_term(term, ...)

Arguments

term the term to search for.
...
  further arguments to pass to httr’s GET function.

See Also

random_term for retrieving a set of random definitions for random terms.
Examples

# Simple example - retrieve the entry for "friendly fade"
fade_definitions <- get_term("friendly fade")

---

random_term | Retrieve random Urban Dictionary definitions

Description

random_term retrieves a random set of 10 Urban Dictionary definitions, along with associated metadata.

Usage

random_term(...)

Arguments

... arguments to pass to httr’s GET function.

See Also

get_term for retrieving a set of definitions for a specific term.

Examples

# Grab 10 random entries
entries <- random_term()

---

udapi | Urban Dictionary API client

Description

a client library for Urban Dictionary’s API

See Also

get_term for retrieving definitions for a specific term, random_term for random definitions of random terms, and get_tags for tags associated with a term.
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